Nonfiction Dialogues

BRENDA WINEAPPLE
Author of White Heat: The Friendship of Emily Dickinson and Thomas Wentworth Higginson (National Book Critics Circle Award finalist) and the upcoming Ecstatic Nation: America Coming of Age, 1848-1877.

BRENDA WINEAPPLE
OCT 4: 7PM
DODGE 413

IAN BURUMA
Author of Anglomania, The Wages of Guilt, Bad Elements, Murder in Amsterdam.

IAN BURUMA
NOV 15: 7PM
DODGE 501

MARY KARR
Author of Lit, the long-awaited sequel to her critically-acclaimed memoirs The Liar’s Club and Cherry.

MARY KARR
APRIL 4: 7PM
DODGE 501

RICHARD RODRIGUEZ
Author of Hunger of Memory, Days of Obligation: An Argument with my Mexican Father, and Brown: The Last Discovery of America.

RICHARD RODRIGUEZ
APRIL 18: 7PM
DODGE 501

DODGE HALL
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY